TO:

NEVADA STATE WATER ENGINEER

The State of Nevada's Department of Wildlife protests the Bureau of Land Management's
(Bureau) application (S.O.N. Water Res. Ser. #70316) for rights to underground water. The
Bureau proposes that groundwater made available from the development of a new well and
associated water storage and distribution appurtenances would serve approximately 40 wild
horses and an unidentified number of wildlife. The Department of Wildlife maintains that any
benefits from a well at the site identified will be far outweighed by negative impacts to various
wildlife species and their habitats by this action.
The Department also asserts that Bureau's ground water (well) application:
• Is contrary to Nevada Revised Statutes and interagency agreements; and,
• Does not comport with federal statutes and judicial direction, which when considered as a
whole, clearly prohibit providing food and water for wild horses and burros beyond the
resources naturally available.
Impacts on Wildlife
As the agency with primary authority regarding wildlife in Nevada, the Department of Wildlife
maintains that the benefit to wildlife identified in Item 12 of the application is exaggerated and in
error. Birds and medium to small sized mammals will undoubtedly use water at the location
proposed. However, this site is away from good habitat for mule deer and bighorn sheep as
stated in the application. The concentration of wild horse use created by development of the
proposed water would directly result in additional grazing pressure in this desert habitat and that
this use would further deteriorate habitat conditions for native wildlife species presently
occupying the area. The Department does not foresee that wildlife use at this well site will prove
significant.
Bighorn sheep and mule deer, as cited in the application, will not receive significant benefit. The
proposed well location is in a relatively flat, open area close to a well-traveled road and well
distanced from the preferred habitats for both species. Any use of the artificial water by deer or
bighorn would be in passing or by chance and not provide consistent, measurable benefit to those
species, especially in the presence of horses and burros.
The primary concern for wildlife relates to the increased number and distribution of wild horses.
Physiologically, horses are capable of drinking only three to four gallons of water at one time.
Horses in the Mojave Desert may require from 15 to 20 gallons per day in the summer period.
Meeting these needs would require either substantial loafing periods around the water or
numerous trips to the water each day, particularly during the critical summer period. This
presents a problem for water use by many wildlife species as well as creating significant grazing
pressures on this fragile desert habitat. This grazing pressure will reduce available forage and
degrade habitat structure important to native wildlife in the area. Among these species are
several State Protected and/or Threatened species as identified in NAC 503.020 through 503.080.
These include Gila Monster, Desert Tortoise, Burrowing Owl, and Golden Eagle. As NRS
501.100 states that "The preservation, protection, management and restoration of wildlife within
the state contribute immeasurably to the aesthetic, recreational and economic aspects of these
natural resources", the degradation of the desert habitats associated with the proposed
development and use of water at this site would not be consistent with this legislative declaration
and therefore not in the public interest. NRS 503.584 also reaffirms the commitment to the
"conservation, protection, restoration, and propagation of selected species of native fish and
other vertebrate wildlife...."

Wild horses and burros, when present, become dominating species in the ecological systems of
the United States. Studies by Joel Berger (University of Nevada, Reno) and others [Summer
(1959); Weaver, R. A. (1959); Weaver, R. A. (1972); Dun and Douglas, (1982)] have
documented interspecies dominance and territorial aggression that can negatively impact use
opportunities of the natural resources by other animals. With regard to interspecies social
interactions, Berger (1986) reports on pages 254-255 of his book, Wild Horses of the Great
Basin: Social competition and population size, "In fact, in virtually all cases, native species were
subordinate to exotics (table 11.1), that is, horses supplanted deer 11 times, bighorns 2 times and
pronghorn 6 times." Department of Wildlife personnel have observed similar social interactions
where wild horses have displaced elk.
In the Bureau's own A Guide to Managing, Restoring, and Conserving Springs in the Western
United States (Technical Reference Manual 1737-17, 2001), advisement on wild horses included,
"Unlike domestic livestock, wild horses and burros are not usually subject to grazing systems
that would afford some protection or rest for springs. As a result, their activities frequently
reduce or eliminate riparian vegetation, pollute aquatic habitats and impact functioning
condition." The manual proceeds to point out, "In addition, springs are areas of social
interactions for wild horses and burros where the dominant males protect their bands of females.
This territoriality tends to keep horses or burros using the same spring, increasing the negative
impacts to these areas."
The Bureau's proposed well would result in an expanded wild horse distribution and establish
year-round use in an area that currently receives predominately cool season use. Wildlife would
certainly be negatively impacted by competition resulting from these changes to increased equine
use.
Stated Beneficial Use
Item 3 of the water application is in error. The assertion that beneficial use is wholly for wildlife
implies that wild (i.e. feral) horses and burros are wildlife. NRS 501.100 recognizes wildlife as
"part of the natural resources belonging to the people of the State of Nevada." Because feral
equines associated within the area of this application are not under direct management by the
State (i.e. Department of Wildlife), they are not wildlife per NRS.
In contrast, a "wild horse" is defined in NRS 504.430 as, "a horse, mare or colt which is
unbranded and unclaimed and lives on the public land." Although designated as "wild" by
Federal law, wild horses and burros in Nevada more aptly fit the definition for livestock found in
NRS 561.025; i.e. "All horses, mules, burros and asses or animals of the equine species."
Further, NRS 576.0117 reads, "Livestock includes all kinds and ages, both sexes, singular and
plural, of the bovine and equine species and sheep, goats and hogs."
Clearly, in no manner have "wild" horses been classified as wildlife under Nevada Revised
Statutes. Therefore, the Bureau's water application should list the beneficial use as livestock and
the well development would be for stock water.
Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act of 1971
The State of Nevada through its Wild Horse Commission commits to the standards of the Wild
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Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act of 1971 (Act). NRS 504.470 states in part, "The primary
duties of the commission are to preserve viable herds of wild horses on public lands designated
by the Secretary of the Interior as sanctuaries for the protection of wild horses and burros
pursuant to 16 U.S.C. | 1333(a) at levels known to achieve a thriving natural ecological balance
within the limitations of the natural resources of those lands and the use of those lands for
multiple purposes, and to identify programs for the maintenance of those herds."
The State of Nevada is also committed to uphold the tenants of the Act by: 1) virtue of the Act
granting standing to State wildlife agencies (i.e. the Department of Wildlife); 2) the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Department of Wildlife and the Bureau; and, 3)
through the Nevada Wild Horse Commission per Nevada Revised Statutes.
The Act [aka Public Law 92-195 and 16 U.S.C. | 1333] states in part, "The Secretary is
authorized and directed to protect and manage wild free-roaming horses and burros as
components of the public lands, and he may designate and maintain specific ranges on public
lands as sanctuaries for their protection and preservation, where the Secretary, after consultation
with the wildlife agency of the State wherein any such range is proposed and with the Advisory
Board established in section 7 of this Act deems such action desirable. ..." (emphasis added).
While query was made to the Department of Wildlife for input concerning what wildlife might
use the proposed well site, no consultation was initiated by the Bureau to discuss at length the
water application purpose and goals. We believe the Bureau has purposely avoided a formal
consultation as intended per the Act.
The Act also reads, "The Secretary shall manage wild free-roaming horses and burros in a
manner that is designed to achieve and maintain a thriving natural ecological balance on the
public lands." While the Act protects wild horses and burros, they are held to different standards
of management and accountability compared to other Bureau programs. Most notably, the
Bureau must manage wild horses and burros to the standard of thriving natural ecological
balance. The Department maintains that this standard restricts wild horse and burro managers to
a portion of the natural resources available and precludes the Bureau from providing additional
feed or water by unnatural means, the exception being for short periods in emergency situations.
The Act further reads, "All management activities shall be at the minimum feasible level and
shall be carried out in consultation with the wildlife agency of the State wherein such lands are
located to protect the natural ecological balance of all wildlife species which inhabit such
lands, particularly endangered wildlife species. Any adjustments in forage allocations on any
such lands shall take into consideration the needs of other wildlife species which inhabit such
lands." (emphases added). Consistent with the Act, the Department of Wildlife has a longstanding Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Bureau. Master MOU Supplement #5
directly recognizes the Department of Wildlife's right of consultation to represent the best
interests of wildlife in consideration of wild horse and burro management.
Besides the conflict with Federal law, the Department of Wildlife finds that a water well,
consequent to approval of the Bureau's application, would allow for the expansion of wild horse
numbers and distribution in excess of what could be supported by otherwise natural water
sources. Such changes constitute practices otherwise intended for commercial livestock
operations. Granting a water right for wild horse use that would supply water in excess of the
natural carrying capacity of the habitat would establish a precedence which could result in
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widespread increases in wild horse and burro distribution and population numbers statewide
while concurrently harming Nevada's wildlife resources.
The Bureau's 1998 Las Vegas Resource Management Plan clearly identified water as a
component of habitat to be analyzed in monitoring wild horse and burro populations (RMP
directive WHB-l-a). Water was recognized as an important, natural habitat variable in finite or
limited supply. As such, water is subject to consideration under 43 Code of Federal Regulations
§4700.0-6(a), which states in part, that wild horses and burros "shall be managed as selfsustaining populations of healthy animals in balance with other uses and the productive capacity
of their habitat." Although the Bureau is applying for water in the subject water application for
40 wild horses, it has not produced a Herd Management Area Plan required by Federal regulation
to address issues and define management of wild horses and burros within the Red Rock Herd
Management Area. Nonetheless, the Bureau is currently attempting to establish an appropriate
management level (AML) for horse and burro numbers in the absence of a defined management
area; and the animal calculations do not include consideration of water availability as a limiting
resource.
The Bureau's proposal to develop a well to artificially enhance water availability and facilitate
wild horse redistribution calls into question the Bureau's compliance with the directives of
thriving natural ecological balance, the productive capacity of their habitat and minimal
feasible level of management. When ecological limits are exceeded, the Bureau is mandated to
remove excess animals to prevent a deterioration of the range associated with overpopulation.
Calculating the need for drilling a well is an admission by the Bureau that it is attempting to
establish and maintain a wild horse population where there is not an adequate, natural water
supply to support those animals in a thriving natural ecological balance. Interestingly, Bureau
resource specialists from outside the Las Vegas Field Office recently evaluated and concluded
that the Red Rock HMA was unsuitable for wild horses (see attached).
Summary
Under certain situations, water wells can be a practical solution to shortages. And while wells
are an accepted practice for domestic livestock management, the Bureau's water application is an
inappropriate and unacceptable measure for Federal wild horse and burro management. Such an
action clearly exceeds thresholds for management at a minimum feasible level or thriving natural
ecological balance as specified in the Act.
In view of the Bureau's application, the Department asserts that based upon knowledge regarding
wild horse & burro interactions with wildlife and the coincident expansion of horse numbers and
distribution associated with the proposed development and use of water, negative impacts to
wildlife and wildlife habitat in the area will occur. The implementation of the proposed project
and the associated use of water identified in this application would set a precedence for
managing wild horses and burros beyond the natural capacity of their habitat, clearly in
contradiction of the intent of both Federal and State laws. The implication is widespread
negative impact to Nevada's wildlife. We ask the Nevada State Water Engineer to concur with
our opinion that the Bureau's Application 70316 threatens to prove detrimental to the public
interest.

